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The Motivation!

• Commercial facility
– Historically known for 

its fried chicken
– Limited entrances (2)

• Moderate traffic
• District 1 Wanted to do 

concrete overlayconcrete overlay, 
but…

• Owner “knows people” p p
(This is Illinois)

• Project died



Speed of Execution!
Concrete’s Last Remaining BarrierConcrete s Last Remaining Barrier

• We need quick fixesq
• Keep facility disruptions to a minimum

– Fast & overnight if necessaryFast & overnight if necessary
– Enable conventional paving where 

possiblepossible 
• Increase speed of completion where there 

fli tare conflicts
• Combine best technologies



Keep it Simple!



Plan Sheet 1



Plan Sheet 2



Diamond Dowel Modifications



Dealing with Lack of Alignment



Assembly in Position Top View 



Assembly in Position Side View
Slight Gap for Pre PositioningSlight Gap for Pre Positioning



Self Aligned as Pushed In
(I had to take the gasket out due to the

Styrofoam not being adequate)Styrofoam not being adequate)



Longitudinal Joint Bar



Bar in Longitudinal Joint

I think we are 
going to need 

another gasket 
here



Alignment from Opposite End



Construction Sequence
Step 1 - MillingStep 1 Milling

• But milled surfaces are not smooth!



The Original 
UTW Project –UTW Project 

Flowable 
ShouldersShoulders



Winnebago County Shoulders
Low Grade MaterialLow-Grade Material

• These experimental shoulders were put into 
place in November of 1994.  They were 
intended not as full time traveled pavementintended not as full-time traveled pavement, 
rather as a maintenance eliminator for the 
county.  Blading up of the shoulders after 
rains has not been significantly reduced. 

• This is a significant safety enhancement as 
runoff-the-road accidents are much less likely 
i t hi l d ’t t ht i thsince errant vehicles don’t get caught in the 

edge ruts.  The shoulders were originally 
intended to go adjacent to concrete 
pavements similar to the UTW projects, but 
the first project we build of this type 
happened to be adjacent to an asphalt 
pavementpavement.

• We have used similar materials to fill potholes 
prior to placement of UTW in the commercial 
market.  The idea is to emulate the elastic 
properties of the adjacent asphalt.  So far, 
(the oldest was built in ’98) in one of the ( )
ready-mix yards we first placed this material 
you cannot tell where the asphalt ended and 
the low-grade material began.



Project 
Locationocat o

• Located at Cunningham and 
Pi t t f R kf d iPierpont west of Rockford in 
Winnebago County. 

• Construction was in mid-
N b d it ld INovember and it was cold.  I 
suspect that temperatures 
reached freezing or below 
that night but did not seemthat night, but did not seem 
to hurt things.



Surface 
Condition in ‘98Co d t o 98

• The original concept was 
to create an inexpensive 
material to eliminate the 
repeated need to blade uprepeated need to blade up 
the granular shoulder next 
to the pavement after a 
rainstorm.

• It was not intended to be a 
true concrete shoulder.  
This totally eliminated the 
edge rutting problemedge rutting problem.



More ’98 
Surface ShotsSu ace S ots

• Remember, this is not 
supposed to be concrete.  
There are no joints, and I 
can’t remember for certaincan t remember for certain 
if they even put curing 
compound on it as there 
was plenty of free water in 
th i tthe mixture.

• It was placed next to a 
rebuilt asphalt section.



Note that the plows 
regularly run on theregularly run on the 
surface.

Same Intersection in 2004Same Intersection in 2004



Evidence of minor heave or 
load induced distress The

Jan ‘04
load induced distress.  The 
cracks occurring in the 
adjacent bituminous are 
showing up at the same 
time.  Could be a weak area.



September 2009



SCC Quick Base & Patching 
Material 2005
by Randell Riley





Cat 988G



Pavement Condition 2/19/2005
This is very old concrete that was underdesigned for a Cat 
endloader at Illinois Cements yard in LaSalle ILendloader at Illinois Cements yard in LaSalle, IL



Experiment is laid out for a short test section.  The idea was to 
use this as a cement based flowable leveling course upon which 
to later place an unbonded concrete sectionto later place an unbonded concrete section.



Thickness of the section.



Addition of the admixture



Checking air.  Not sure 
why for a base, but we 
felt compelled to do so.



Treated as SCC for our purposes.







High tech placement.  Pot life is about 45 minutes before it begins to gel and it does so 
quite rapidly once it initiates.



We deliberately feathered out the material at the end to see 
what would happen.



July 20.  Next morning.  A few light shrinkage cracks.  There was no 
sawing done, contrary to the line at right.  We did not apply any cure, 
though they did cover it to protect it from upcoming rain.  It’s a base 
course!



J l 20 6 45 Att t t i l t t ti t ffi th b G lJuly 20.  6:45 a.m.  Attempt to simulate construction traffic on the base.  Goal was 
25 passes with no little or no breakdown.  Just supposed to be there long enough 
to act as a base course to be protected by the concrete.



After about 25 repetitions.  Fine hairline cracks about two to 
three feet apart.  Base is saturated as you can see from the 
water in the areawater in the area.



We quit the test in the 
morning as I had business 

l h C b k ielsewhere.  Came back in 
the afternoon and applied 
another 50 repetitions with 
the loaded truck.  Aggregate gg g
and water in the truck.  We 
had a heck of a shower in 
the morning following our 
earlier test hence theearlier test, hence the 
standing water in the p.m.



This is what it looked like after 75 repetitions.  No significant breakdown, 
though there were a few more cracks.  I’m guessing that based on the rate 
of progression we could have put another 50 to 75 passes on it till 
something significant happened.



Construction Sequence
Step 2 – Grout PlacementStep 2 Grout Placement



Construction Sequence
Step 3 – Align & Place SlabsStep 3 Align & Place Slabs



Construction Sequence
Step 4 –Other Lane if NecessaryStep 4 Other Lane if Necessary

• Grout bars & assemblies



Construction Sequence
Step 5 – Pave 1 or both lanesStep 5 Pave 1 or both lanes



Construction Sequence
Step 6 – Cut JointsStep 6 Cut Joints



Construction Sequence
Step 7 – Grind for SmoothnessStep 7 Grind for Smoothness



Complex Areas



Others are Having the Same Idea



Things TBD

• Is it actually doable?
P t t hi i b i– Precast patching is becoming an 
alternative in IL. Yes!

– Cost is high relative to conventionalCost is high relative to conventional 
paving, but meets a particular need

• Can we build it smooth w/o grinding?
• Is this a solution looking for a problem?

– Maybe we don’t need it
O t b tt id b t thi– Open to better ideas, but this one may 
have a place



Conclusions

• Speed of execution is the last big hurdle for 
concrete pavement

• Commercial entrances are manageable using 
other “hardware” solutions

• Combining the best of precast and slipformg p p
paving solutions may provide opportunities 
for concrete solutions to those problems

• We just need to think different about our 
business!
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